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World Impact Alliance
social impact innovation for a better world
The World Impact Alliance is a private initiative that brings together companies,
institutions, media and experts to find and apply solutions to priority challenges
in a practical way based on the concept of doing well by doing good
Our goal is the help solving problems in healthcare, environment, poverty and
education by developing innovative social and environmental strategies that
optimize the positive impact organizations generate.
We believe society has to be an active part of the solution, so our projects
include global communication campaigns with specific calls to action that enable
individuals to provide value to the goal, based on their capacity, with clear tasks
and rewards.

Vision
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The world faces many challenges and there are many problems that will take
decades to solve. But, just like many diseases are now a thing of the past, many of
the problems we are dealing with nowadays can be solved.
We are absolutely sure that, with the right strategy and including society in the
public private collaboration equation, we can improve millions of people´s lives,
advance faster, reduce our negative impact and provide more positive contributions
to the environment and humanity.
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how do we generate impact?
Action: Developing impact projects for and with top companies and institutions
Communication: Launching global communication and advocacy campaigns with clear calls to action
Consultancy: through social impact consulting, advocacy and best practice promotion
Collaboration: Connecting organizations and influential figures to collaborate in impact initiatives
Impact investing: Connecting solutions and projects to potential investors that can scale the actual impact

how do we work?

Sponsorship based social impact activities
such as our Social Impact Global Summit, Awards
Gala, Top 500 influencers for a better world
list, publications and our expert network with
commissions in healthcare, poverty, environment,
education, innovation and Women’s rights

Developing personalised projects and
communication campaigns for organizations
based on their main activity, strategy, CSR focus
and resources to expand the reach and the
depth of their contributions in a sustainable and
profitable way

activities
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services
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World impact alliance commissions
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collaboration
opportunities

sponsor wia
1) Become sponsor all WIA Social Impact Activities, projects,
publications, best practices and toolkits
2) Promote your organization´s CSR Efforts, results and positive impact
3) Massive positive association, media and digital promotion
4) Full access and direct introductions to all WIA Network and partners
5) WIA Services: CSR Consultancy, Communication and projects
n 1 year of full WIA Services for your organization
n CSR training and advisory on positive impact maximization
n Personalised Social Impact Project development
n Personalised Global Social Impact Communication Campaign
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collaboration
opportunities

join wia
1) Express your organization´s Support of WIA Activities
2) Access to all WIA Social Impact Activities, projects and publications, best
practices and toolkits
3) Become part of WIA Network and get access to members and partners
4) Contribute to WIA´s mission of generating positive impact
n Support initiatives with resources like knowledge and technology sharing,
team´s pro bono working hours and volunteering, in kind sponsorships, providing
spaces, venues, distribution channels, products, services, helping promote actions,
introducing new potential partners and members and contributing in any way to any
of the WIA´s initiatives.

sponsor wia
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1) Become sponsor all WIA Social Impact Activities, projects, publications,
best practices and toolkits
2) Promote your organization´s CSR Efforts, results and positive impact
3) Massive positive association, media and digital promotion
4) Full access and direct introductions to all WIA Network and partners
5) WIA Services: CSR Consultancy, Communication and projects
1 year of full WIA Services for your organization
n CSR training and advisory on positive impact maximization
n Personalised Social Impact Project development
n Personalised Global Social Impact Communication Campaign
n
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collaboration
opportunities

partner with wia
1) Express your organization´s Support of WIA Activities
2) Access to all WIA Social Impact Activities, projects and publications,
best practices and toolkits
3) Become part of WIA Network and get access to members and
partners
4) Contribute to WIA´s mission of generating positive impact
Support initiatives with resources like knowledge and technology 		
sharing, team´s pro bono working hours and volunteering, in kind 		
sponsorships, providing spaces, venues, distribution channels, 		
products, services, helping promote actions, introducing new potential
partners and members and contributing in any way to any of the 		
WIA´s initiatives.
n
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WIA SOcial impact
ambassadors

Globally recognized, admired and respected
politicians, founders, executives, celebrities and
individuals that use their voice to help spread the
vision and mission of the World Influencer Alliance.

WIA Network
contributors

Influential figures in politics, business, communication and social impact willing to use part of their resources, power, influence, knowledge, organizations,
voice, image, time and effort to improve the state
of the world. A network of amazing individuals with
different views and backgrounds that contribute and
connect to be a part of the solution.

WIA social impact
volunteers

Individuals that want to voluntarily participate in
WIA projects and activities to provide value with
their ideas, skills, time and efforts.

wia social impact
content creators

Passionate Journalists, communicators and content
creators that help create and spread social impact
content in written text, graphic design, audio or video
format, contributing to WIA Social Impact Media and
Social Impact TV, focused entirely on information
that can help to improve the state of the world.
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network

International Organizations
n Governments and Institutions
n NGOs
n Foundations
n Social Advocates
n

institutional
partners

Brands
n Corporations
n Startups
n Business Leaders
n Entrepreneurs
n
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corporate
partners
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partners

Universities
n Business Schools
n Think Tanks
n Consulting firms
n

Research &
knowledge
partners

Media groups
n Celebrities
n Digital influencers
n Film - TV Production companies
n Music labels
n Social Media platforms
n Video platforms
n

media &
entertainment
partners

Founder and CEO
n WIA Team
n Commissions (Healthcare, Environment, Poverty, Education, Innovation
and Gender Equality)
n Executive Council (Board of Directors)
n Network (Ambassadors, Contributors, Volunteers, Editors)
n

organization
& Network
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WIA Sponsors
n Corporate Partners
n Institutional Partners
n Media & Entertainment Partners
n Research & Knowledge Partners
n

Sponsors &
Partners
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divisions

WIA Top 500 Influencers for a Better World
n WIA Social Impact Global Summit
n WIA Social Impact Awards
n WIA Social Impact Media Group
n WIA Impact Investing
n

Activity

Publications
& Research

services
& projects

Top 500 Solutions for a Better World
n Government Social and Environmental Best Practices
n CSR and Social Impact Corporate Best Practices
n Impact Investing opportunities and investable projects
n

Social Impact Consulting and Training
n Social Impact Communication
n Social Impact Advocacy
n Social Impact Action
n

wia.world
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The World Influence Alliance website is currently under
construction. It will be accessible using the domains:
wia.world / worldinfluenceralliance.com

Supporting the UN SDGs

wia services

projects
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World Impact Alliance projects
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finance
for good

Redesigning
volunteer days
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finance
for good

impact investing

CSR and Social Impact

consultancy
world influencer alliance

open education programs for
personal economic development

CSR and Social

Impact Action

CSR and Social Impact

CSR and Social

consultancy

Impact Action

world influencer alliance

videocalls
between kids
in schools
from different
countries and
cultures
massive online problem solving sessions
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help
selling
products
online
social
impact
tourism
experiences

problem solving competitions

technology for good

enable indiv iduals to sell services online

applying
existinglocal
tech to
solve problems
promoting
cultures

Impact
Action

Beach, river, park
cleanups
crowdsourcing
solutions
and tasks

massive online problem solving sessions

Tourism for good
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socialimpact
impact
tourism
experiences
social
tourism
experiences

supporting the sale of local products

directing tourism flows to places in need

helping
preservelocal
and promote
promoting
cultureslocal cultures

Impact
Action

Beach,river,
river,park
park and
cleanups
Beach,
city cleanups

teaching and sharing knowledge with locals
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tourism
for good

1. Tourism allows travellers and destinations connect, engage, exchange and mutually benefit from the experience of
discovering the world, enriching their souls, understanding
new cultures, enjoying and connecting with people that
have so much to share and thrive personally and professionally
2. Tourism has demonstrated that it is a very important
wealth creator, accounting for 10 percent of global GDP
and, in some economies, even higher than that.
3. In Tourism destinations wealth is not always equally distributed across the different regions, and in some countries
some areas remain extremely poor even when they have
hidden treasures to share with tourists
4. Globalisation and tourism can be forces for good by enabling tourists to be part of the solution of some of the
challenges we all face together
5. One of the most powerful traits of globalisation and tourism is that it has allowed billions of people to connect in a
way never seen before, to connect, to explore beyond our
own way of thinking, to exchange with people of other
races, religions, to express ourselves, sing, dance, eat and
collaborate without limits and frontiers
6. Helping underprivileged people find opportunities for
growth and giving them hope should be one of our top
priorities and there are several ways to contribute that
allows them benefit from globalisation, tourism and technology

tourism
for good
world impact alliance

supporting the sale of local products
Tourists and international consumers would enjoy enormously the amazing handcrafted, natural, high
quality and unique priceless products created by local communities with ethnic minorities and, by buying them, they would generate long lasting jobs, opportunities and hope to generate economic development while helping conserve and spread cultures that can teach us so much and have so many
things to share with us but that unfortunately are now invisible and disappearing.

tourism
for good
world impact alliance

help preserve
and promote
local cultures
Culture is in the essence of
the human existence. Helping
conserve the world’s different
cultures, languages and traditions is our responsibility,
especially those that have a
biggest risk of disappearing
because of the size of their
populations, because of their
lack of resources, because
they live in remote areas or because they have been affected
by human or natural action.

ADVOCACY

FOR GOOD
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SOCIAL IMPACT ADVOCACY
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WIA SPONSORSHIP PROPOSAL

wia sponsorship proposal

global
world impact alliance

summit

wia sponsorship proposal

global
world impact alliance

summit

print materials

wia sponsorship proposal
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global
world impact alliance

summit

1. Sponsor roundtable speaker

13. Photocall photo with main authorities, speakers, business

2. Sponsor logo in Summit rollups

and communication influencers

3. Sponsor logo in Summit photocall

14. Sponsor CSR case studies and best practices mentioned

4. Sponsor logo in all print materials

during the Summit

5. Sponsor logo in WIA Social Impact Global Summit Website

15. Sponsor mention in WIA Social Impact Global Summit

6. 10 Global Summit tickets for the sponsor

invitation letters

7. VIP Networking area access for the sponsor top representatives

16. Sponsor logo in WIA Social Impact Global Summit Staff

8. Sponsor keynote speaker

T-shirts

9. Sponsor video reproduction in main screen

17. Sponsor featured in venue screens

10. Sponsor stand with Print materials and staff

18. Sponsor event activation creativity and execution

11. 5 Global Summit tickets for sponsor´s partners, clients

19. Sponsored roundtable with focus on the sponsor´s

or VIP guests

social impact priorities

12. Main Stage photo with main authorities, speakers,

20. Sponsor logo in WIA Social Impact Global Summit Badges

business and communication influencers

21. Sponsor logo in WIA Social Impact Global Summit invitations
22. Sponsor ads in registration area

Sponsorship
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global summit benefits
print materials

proposal
Sponsor logo
in summit photocall
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Sponsor
featured in venue
screens
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Sponsor
keynote speaker
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Sponsor video
reproduction in main
screen

Sponsorship
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proposal
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Sponsored round table with focus on
the sponsor´s social impact priorities
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proposal

global summit benefits

Sponsored
roundtable speaker

Sponsorship
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proposal

global summit benefits
print materials

Sponsor logo
in all summit
print materials,
backgrounds and
stationery
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proposal

global summit benefits
print materials

Sponsor logo in
Summit rollups

Sponsorship
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proposal

global summit benefits

sponsor csr
communication and
logo featured in
wia global summit
website

Sponsorship
world influenceR alliance

global summit benefits

Sponsor booth
with Print materials
and staff
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global summit benefits

Sponsor logo in WIA
Social Impact Global
Summit Badges
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global summit benefits

Sponsor leadership
access to vip area
and networking

world influenceR alliance

VIP INVITATION

Sponsorship
world influenceR alliance

global summit benefits

10 Global Summit
tickets for the
sponsor leadership

proposal

Sponsorship

proposal
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Sponsor logo in WIA
SocialImpact Global
Summit Staff T-shirts
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Sponsor logo in WIA
Social Impact Global
Summit invitations
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Brand gift bag
Bolsas de regalo
personalizados del evento
con el logotipo de la empresa
colaboradora y el evento

Sponsorship
world influenceR alliance

global summit benefits

sponsor featured
in ads and billboards
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global summit benefits

Sponsor personalised
event activation
creativity and execution

wia sponsorship proposal

SOLUTIONS
world impact alliance

wia solutions benefits for sponsors
1. Logo in Top 500 Solutions for a Better World report
2. Introduction of Sponsor best practices and Social Impact case studies
3. Logo in 100 Solutions for Healthcare report
4. Logo in 100 Solutions for Environment report
5. Logo in 100 Solutions for Education report
6. Logo in 100 Solutions for Poverty report
7. Logo in 100 Solutions for Gender inequality report
8. WIA Solutions report digital distribution to all WIA Members / Top
500 / partners / ambassadors and Summit attendees

Sponsorship
world influenceR alliance

proposal

WIA solutions benefits

WIA SOlutions for a better world sponsorship

Sponsorship
world influenceR alliance

WIA solutions benefits

sponsor Logo
and csr introduction
in Top 500 Solutions
for a Better World
book

proposal
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WIA solutions benefits

WIA SOlutions
for a better world
sponsorship

proposal
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WIA solutions benefits

sponsor Logo + csr activity in 100 Solutions
for healthcare report

proposal
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WIA solutions benefits

sponsor Logo + csr
activity in 100 Solutions
for environment report

Sponsorship
world influenceR alliance

WIA solutions benefits

sponsor Logo + csr
activity in 100 Solutions
for poverty report

proposal

Sponsorship
world influenceR alliance

proposal

WIA solutions benefits

sponsor Logo + csr activity in 100 Solutions for
gender inequality report

Sponsorship
world influenceR alliance

WIA solutions benefits

Introduction of Sponsor
social impact ativities
and best practices

proposal

Sponsorship
world influenceR alliance

proposal

WIA solutions benefits

WIA Solutions print report will be
distributed to all WIA Global Summit Attendees

Sponsorship
world influenceR alliance

proposal

WIA solutions benefits

WIA Solutions report digital distribution to all WIA Members
/ Top 500 / partners / ambassadors and Summit attendees

Sponsorship
world influenceR alliance

proposal

wia sponsorship proposal

awards
world impact alliance

wia social impact awards benefits for sponsors
1. WIA Social Impact Awards free usage of logo and communications by sponsor
2. WIA Social Impact Awards sponsored by sponsor mention
3. WIA Social Impact Award handed by sponsor representative
4. Sponsor speaker at the Awards gala
5. Sponsor representative photo opportunity with the Awards winners
6. Direct introduction to all the Award Winners

awards
100 solutions
awards materials

awards sponsorship

Sponsorship
world influenceR alliance

proposal

WIA awards benefits

WIA Awards gala sponsorship

Sponsorship
world influenceR alliance

WIA awards benefits

Gala dinner table sponsorship

proposal

Sponsorship
world influenceR alliance

WIA awards benefits

award given by sponsor representative

proposal

wia sponsorship proposal

network

wia sponsorship proposal

network
world impact alliance

WIA NETWORK BENEFITS FOR SPONSORS

wia sponsorship proposal
world impact alliance

network
world impact alliance

wia network benefits for sponsors
1. Access to the members of World Influencer Alliance
2. Promotional communication to all WIA members
3. Access and introduction to WIA institutional partners
4. Access and introduction to WIA corporate partners
5. Access and introduction to WIA media partners
6. Access and introduction WIA third sector partners6

Sponsorship
world influenceR alliance

proposal

wia network benefits

Access to ALL the
WORLD INFLUENCER
ALLIANCE MEMBERS

Sponsorship
world influenceR alliance

proposal

wia network benefits

world influenceR alliance

Promotional
communication to
all WIA members

Sponsorship
world influenceR alliance

proposal

wia network benefits

Access and introduction to
WIA institutional partners

Sponsorship
world influenceR alliance

wia network benefits

Access and introduction to
WIA corporate partners

proposal

Sponsorship
world influenceR alliance

wia network benefits

Access and introduction
to WIA media partners

proposal

wia sponsorship proposal

world impact alliance

TOP 500

INFLUENCERS FOR A BETTER WORLD

WIA TOP 500 BENEFITS FOR SPONSORS

world impact alliance

wia sponsorship proposal

world impact alliance

TOP 500

INFLUENCERS FOR A BETTER WORLD

WIA TOP 500 BENEFITS FOR SPONSORS
1. Sponsorship of the Top500 influencers for a better world list
2. Sponsor logo in WIA Top 500 Social Media pieces
3. WIA Top 500 media communications sponsor featured presence
4. Usage of the list, complete or partial, in sponsor corporate communications and advertisements
5. Sponsor free communication of the partnership with WIA Top 500, its logo and all social media pieces
6. WIA Top 500 announcement sponsored by sponsor mention
7. Sponsor representative photo opportunity with present members of WIA Top 500

wia sponsorship proposal

world impact alliance

TOP 500

INFLUENCERS FOR A BETTER WORLD

WIA TOP 500 BENEFITS FOR SPONSORS

world impact alliance

TOP

100

political
INFLUENCERS

TOP

100

BUSINESS
INFLUENCERS

TOP 500
INFLUENCERS FOR A BETTER WORLD

TOP

100

media
INFLUENCERS

TOP

100

celebrity
INFLUENCERS

working for a better world

TOP

100

digital
INFLUENCERS

wia sponsorship proposal
world impact alliance

communications
world impact alliance

wia communications benefits for sponsors
1. Sponsor featured mention in all international media communications

12. Sponsor - WIA partnership promotion piece on WIA Facebook

2. Sponsor featured mention in all Chinese media communications

13. Sponsor - WIA partnership promotion piece on WIA Twitter

3. Sponsor logo in WIA Website

14. Sponsor CSR and Social Impact work communication on Instagram

4. Sponsor images and logo featured in WIA presentation videos

15. Sponsor CSR and Social Impact work communication on Linkedin

5. Sponsor video in WIA Website

16. Sponsor CSR and Social Impact work communication on Facebook

6. Sponsor video in WIA Youtube Channel

17. Sponsor CSR and Social Impact work communication on Twitter

7. Sponsor video in WIA Instagram Channel

18. Sponsor Global Summit Speaker announcement

8. Sponsor video in WIA Facebook Channel

19. Sponsor CSR and social impact work description in WIA Website

9. Sponsor video in WIA Linkedin Channel

20. 3 Digital influencer with more than 1 million followers posts of the sponsor

10. Sponsor - WIA partnership promotion piece on WIA Instagram

product or service in their top accounts world influenceR alliance communica-

11. Sponsor - WIA partnership promotion piece on WIA Linkedin

tions

wia sponsorship proposal

social
impact

tv

world impact alliance

wia social impact awards benefits for sponsors
1. WIA Social Impact TV Sponsored by Sponsor mention
2. Sponsor CSR and Social Impact videos displayed and featured in WIA Social Impact TV

Sponsorship
world influenceR alliance

proposal

WIA communications benefits

videoclips event
Creación de piezas cortas de vídeo de
presentación de la empresa y su compromiso
en el evento

Sponsorship
world influenceR alliance

WIA communications benefits

Sponsor logo
in WIA Website

proposal

Sponsorship
world influenceR alliance

proposal
WIA communications
benefits

Sponsor images
and logo featured
in WIA presentation videos

Sponsorship
world influenceR alliance

proposal

WIA communications benefits

Sponsor video in WIA Website

Sponsorship
world influenceR alliance

proposal

WIA communications benefits

Sponsor featured in WIA Instagram account

Sponsorship
world influenceR alliance

proposal

WIA communications benefits

Sponsor featured in WIA facebook page

Sponsorship
world influenceR alliance

proposal

WIA communications benefits

Sponsor featured in WIA twitter account

Sponsorship
world influenceR alliance

proposal

WIA communications benefits

Sponsor featured in WIA Youtube Channel

wia sponsorship proposal
world impact alliance

services
world impact alliance

WIA Services for sponsors
1. Social Impact innovation training for sponsor leadership and teams
2. Social Impact and CSR consultancy for maximizing global positive impact for sponsor
3. Global Communication CSR and Social Impact strategy definition
4. Sponsor CSR Branding, graphic design and copywritting
5. Global Social Impact Communication Campaign execution
6. CSR Sponsor influencer promotion
7. CSR Sponsor Music Video planning, production and promotion
8. Crowdsource tasks / solution competition / challenge startup contest
/ user participation and engagement

wia services

consulting
world impact alliance

World Impact Alliance consulting

Social impact consultancy and training
world impact alliance

social impact consultancy and csr strategy

Research, analysis and bespoke strategy creation to optimize your
organization´s positive impact in the World. Define the most effective
action plan to fulfill its purpose and highest potential with a for profit
social impact focus

leadership and employees training on social impact

business social impact innovation

Skills, knowledge and corporate culture based on maximizing profit
while generating a positive impact with the available resources.
Step by step social impact and purpose driven business practices
implementation and techniques with case studies, frameworks and
resources

Create new sustainable business opportunities that can generate an
impact through innovation and creativity. In a disruptive environment
where change is the only certainty, being the one driving the change
is the only way to asure our future growth. Innovation in the way we
do business to create value and creativity to create new and bigger
contributions to society that befit your corporation.

wia services

world impact alliance

Social impact consultancy, innovation and training

CSR leadership and team
training and education
Providing intensive social impact education, training and
consulting to leaders and teams of companies, institutions and
other organizations.
Skills, knowledge and corporate culture based on maximizing
profit while generating a positive impact with the available
resources. Step by step social impact and purpose driven
business practices implementation and techniques with case
studies, frameworks and resources

wia services

world impact alliance

Social impact consultancy, innovation and training

social impact consultancy
and csr strategy
Research, analysis and bespoke strategy creation to optimize
your organization´s positive impact in the World. Define the
most effective action plan to fulfill its purpose and highest
potential with a for profit social impact focus

wia services

world impact alliance

Social impact consultancy, innovation and training

social impact innovation
Create new sustainable business opportunities that can
generate an impact through innovation and creativity. In a
disruptive environment where change is the only certainty,
being the one driving the change is the only way to asure our
future growth. Innovation in the way we do business to create
value and creativity to create new and bigger contributions to
society that befit your corporation.

wia services

communication
world impact alliance

World Impact Alliance communication

wia services

CSR and Social Impact communication
world impact alliance

social listening and user participation

Social media challenges to impulse action

celebrity, influencer and media promotion

audiobranding, music videos and concerts

Branding, creativity, video, graphic design

Event organization and production

wia services

world impact alliance

social impact communication

social listening and user
participation - social wall
Allow users and audiences to provide valuable
insights creating a social wall of ideas, stories,
experiences, best practices and case studies
of what they are doing or what can be done
to improve the state of the world. Better
understand your users, their interests and
collaborate with them to better develop your
company´s strategy and CSR contributions.

wia services

wia services

world impact alliance

social impact communication

branding, creativity, copywriting,
video production and graphic design
To guarantee the success of any Social Impact project or
initiative, communication is vital. A beautifully design well
thought creative concept will help inmensely to reach a wider
audience and connect in more profund ways. The brand, name,
graphic design and copywriting we choose will determine in great
measure the actual impact of our work, and the importance of
video to tell compelling stories and resonate with our target
audience is no secret neither. With extensive branding, creastivity,
graphic design and video production experience, we work with our
clients and sponsors to create the best communication concept
for social impact campaigns.

wia services

social impact communication
world impact alliance

celebrity, influencer and media promotion
Reach millions of potential clients and users that can join your brand´s vision and CSR strategy by
effectively collaborating with celebrities, influencers and media groups with specific video, audio and
text format content and creativity, while associating your brand with the positive image and prescription
power of celebrities and digital key opinion leaders. In the new digital world, digital influencers are
one of the most cost effective communication solutions, combined with the prestige and image of
celebrities and the authority of media, our social impact campaigns will maximize the reach and results
of your brand´s promotion while providing a positive value to society. Social media segmented ads can
provide an extra push to guarantee even bigger results. IG, Youtube and Facebook ads are still worty
underpriced attention advertising opportunities.

most effective communication approach
1) Massive audience effective reach
2) Positive image association
3) Prescription power to their audiences that trust them and want to be like them and
follow their lead
4) Extraordinary engagement
5) Top quality self generated content, creativity, video and photography
6) Media is still extremely relevant and influential and a vital communication channel
7) Extra push trhough targetted social media platform advertising

wia services

social media challenges to impulse action
world impact alliance

Expand the influence of your brand´s communication and social projects by allowing users to be an active
part of the campaigns and actually doing something that can generate value to society and the environment.
Use the power of social challenges and the viral effect of user generated content based on clear and
interesting actions.
Social Media Challenges are an extraordinary tool to generate a positive change. Thanks to the global reach
of social media platforms, millions of people participate actively in all kinds of challenges generating billions
of impacts engaging audiences to act. Challenges are effective because they appeal to some key aspects
of the human psychology, where you have to demonstrate that you are able or you dare to do something
to prove yourself and prove others, to feel part of a bigger community, to express ideas, as a personal
accomplishment or simply to have fun. We have an opportunity like never before to generate change by
creating positive social media challenges that require participants to act in a way that can help to make the
world a better place.
In order to succeed, challenges have to be simple, clear, and relatively difficult but not too hard. We consider
social media challenges such a powerful tool for social impact and brand promotion that we always look for
ways to include challenges and contests in our campaigns so we can interact massively with our audience
and, together, work towards a better future.

Challenges can include:

Call to action to make sure all the reach and generated impacts actually serve to
influence others to move in a positive direction n Actions such as cleaning something n
Nominations to other people to help spread the movement n Messages to communicate
n A characteristic music n Dance moves n Skills of any type n Viral Effect
n

wia services

social impact communication
world impact alliance

design and production of extraordinary events
Gathering like minded people that want to share amazing experiences while joining hands to create and
communicate positive impact is powerful. Organizing events of any kind to share with the world your
brand´s vision, your CSR strategy and contributions, to connect with potential partners and help your
clients and users to collaborate in impact initiatives, can be extremely valuable for both your company and
the community.
The digital age has given us amazing opportunities to spread messages and find new paths to improve
our bussinesses and our lives, but we won´t ever be able to live without the energy and the potential
generated by physichal human interactions. In the same way corporations participate in business fairs and
organize spectacular product launches, events, meaningful, innovative and beautifully executed events,
are key to push social contributions and move together towards our shared goal of a better future.

types of events
1) Press conferences, initiative presentation or results reporting
2) Awards gala
3) Street marketing actions
4) Mapping, Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR)
5) Engaging experiences
6) Industry and product expo / Networking
6) Cultural representations / Fashion catwalks / Gastronomy exhibition / Film festival / Art
exhibitions / Sports activities / Dance / Music / Fan zones /

wia services

world impact alliance

social impact communication

audiobranding, music
videos and concerts
Leverage the power of music to promote
your brand´s initiatives and social initiatives.
Engage with the audience through the universal
language that brings us together and generate
massive impact through live music events
and sharing your message through the most
effective communication format.

Project and campaign Structure
SOCIAL LISTENING
AND PARTICIPATION

1

STRATEGY AND BEST
SOLUTIONS ACTION PLAN

2
COMMUNICATION
CAMPAIGN TO SUPPORT
THE MOVEMENT

5
3

4

ACTUAL PROGRESS,
CREDIT FOR THE
CONTRIBUTION

PARTNERSHIP AND ADVOCACY
TO IMPLEMENT SOLUTIONS

Communication channels and activation opportunities

Communication channels and activation opportunities

SPONSORSHIP
VALUE PROPOSITION

SPONSORSHIP
VALUE PROPOSITION

wia Sponsorship

+

personalised service

Sponsors will have complete access to all
WIA activities and network, featured presence
in the events and campaigns, clear presence
of brand logo and value proposition,
speakers, special mentions, content, positive
associations and huge media promotion

WIA Team will help your organization optimize social
impact and CSR strategy, train teams and executives,
define a communication action plan, create personalised
global CSR marketing and employer branding campaigns with the support of media celebrities and influencers
and generate a real social impact contribution

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

wia global summit
wia top 500
wia awards
WIA Network
wia social impact media group
WIA public and private partners

social impact consultancy
csr strategy
global marketing and employer
branding csr campaign
real social impact contribution
wia social impact certification

SPONSORSHIP
VALUE PROPOSITION
Sponsors will have complete access to all WIA activities and network, featured presence in the events and campaigns, clear presence of brand logo and value proposition, speakers, special mentions, content, positive associations and huge media promotion

wia Sponsorship

overall value proposition

WIA network - wia public
and private partners
access + collaboration

WIA awards - top500
- global summit
sponsorship

csr sTRATEGy AND SOCIAL
IMPACT INNOVATION
consultancy

personalised Social
Impact Global Marketing
Campaign

top media, celebrities,
influencers promotion

real value to society
and social impact
contribution recognition

world impact alliance

WIA personalised VALUE PROPOSITION
SOCIAL IMPACT INNOVATION
GLOBAL CSR CAMPAIGN

1

Proposal
aproval

5

csr COMMUNICATION
global campaign

2

Social Impact
Innovation training

6

social contribution
results

3

CSR consultancy
and strategy

7

4

social impact success
communication

CSR strategy
implentation

8

Value of Investment
and Results reporting

world impact alliance

problem solution /
task definition

global campaign
with call to action

solver
participation

PROBLEM
solution

reward for
the solver

communication
of the success

1

2

3

4

5

6

world impact alliance

WIA CSR Global campaign
advantages of the model

GREATER REACH,
GREATER ROI,
LESS BUDGET

social
engagement

communication

mOST COST EFFECTIVE
POSITIVE PROMOTION

mOST COST EFFECTIVE
POSITIVE PROMOTION

mOST COST EFFECTIVE
POSITIVE PROMOTION

Actually
solving
problems
mOST COST EFFECTIVE
POSITIVE PROMOTION

Focused in
top priority
problems
mOST COST EFFECTIVE
POSITIVE PROMOTION

Double

DESIGNED
FOR Viral
effect
mOST COST EFFECTIVE
POSITIVE PROMOTION

commissions
world impact alliance

World Impact Alliance commissions

WIA ENVIRONMENT
environmental impact for a better world

WOrld impact alliance commissions

WIA Environment Commission focuses its work in finding
and impulsing actual solutions for problems that harm the
environment.
Working areas:
1) Waste cleanup and prevention
2) Pollution reduction
3) Animal protection
4) Circular economy and net positive impact
5) Operational sustainability

WOrld impact alliance commissions

WIA Poverty Commission focuses on poverty alleviation. Its main goal is helping lift
distadvantaged communities out of poverty in a long lasting sustainable way.
Working areas:
1) Ecommerce solutions to sell internationally locally made products
2) Crowdsourcing services through the Internet to generate jobs
3) Tourism for good, including generating tourism flows to areas in need and trips with social
action experiences
4) Microcredits
5) Entrepreneurship and personal economic development education programs, including
key skills in ecommerce, online marketing and the use of internet to generate development
opportunities for individuals and communities alike

WIA HEALTHCARE
healthcare research and innovation for a better world

WOrld impact alliance commissions

WIA Healthcare Commission focuses on accelerating the research and innovation process to prevent and cure
diseases and illnesses by connecting experts and organizations that can advance faster working together in
results oriented, structured, online and offline knowledge exchange and collaborative initiatives.
Working areas:
1) Research and innovation contests and startup competitions
2) Crowdsourcing solution finding, allowing experts from all over the world participate in the solution for
healthcare problems in exchange of economic and social rewards
3) Connecting potential solutions: uniting multidisciplinar companies, institutions, universities and experts to
engage in intensive problem solving initiatives focused on practical advancements for specific high priority
health conditions that affect the most negatively to the largest amount of people
4) Connecting work: Directly introducing, both online and in offline events and working sessions, thousands
of researchers working in specific problems to share initiatives, successes and failures, reduce duplicities, get
inspired, collaborate and advance faster in the fight against diseases and illnesses.

WIA EDUCATION
designing a better Education for a better world

WOrld impact alliance commissions

WIA Education Commission has the goal of improving the current education system to make it more effective
to help students adapt to an everchanging and disrupted economy. The current solutions don´t meet the
demands of the market or the needs and aspirations of new generations, are not valid anymore to guarantee
economic prosperity, nor they focus on helping students find their unique path to prosperity and live a
healthy and positive life that has a clear sense of purpose to provide value back to society and the world.
Working areas:
1) Design and implement innovations that can help students get more skilled and able to a) Prosper b) be
healthy and hapy c) provide value to society. WIA Education runs pilot programs in schools, universities and
other education partners to test models and innovations, and then use success case studies to advocate for
actual changes in public and private education organizatons
2) Creating extraordinarily practical open programs to help anyone, from young girls that do not have access
to education to entire communities in rural areas, job seekers, veterans and people affected by disruption in
the economy. This programs will be delivered both in online and offline formats, and include the most relevant
skills in the new market, including: languages, marketing, sales, entrepreneurship, digital skills, public relations
and networking, coding, ecommerce, money management, public speaking and applied research.

WOrld impact alliance commissions
gender
equality
world influenceR alliance

WIA Gender Equality Commission focuses on fighting against Women´s rights violations
in developing countries. Violence, rape, FGM, stoning, lack of freedom, discrimination,
children marriage
Working areas:
1) Selecting best practices from Governments, NGOs, schools and other groups
2) Advocating for best practices implementation
3) Working on international awareness and communication campaigns targeting decision
makers and men, especially in the countries where there are more women´s rights
violations perpetrated. Leveraging celebrities (also male), sports events, digital influencers,
business leaders and using role models with results oriented campaigns

WOrld impact alliance commissions

WIA Innovation Commission is formed by technology leaders, engineers and
researchers with the focus on appliying the existing technology to solve world´s
problems in areas such as environment, healthcare and poverty.
Working areas:
1) Social startup competitions
2) Social hackatons
3) Software development for specific social purposes
4) Open programs, knowledge, toolkits and implementation guides on
technology for good application for organizations and individuals

world impact alliance

World Impact Alliance
social impact innovation for a better world

